Can I Get There On Time?

If there is a check mark connecting locations, then you should be able to walk to class within the 15 minute period between class start times.

CAMPUS MAP: [jmu.edu/map](http://jmu.edu/map)

### Building List by Campus Region

#### Bluestone Area (The Quad)
- Alumnae Hall
- Ashby Hall
- Burruss Hall
- Carrier Library
- Harrison Hall
- Hoffman Hall
- Johnston Hall
- Keefizell Hall
- Maury Hall
- Miller Hall
- Moody Hall
- Roop Hall
- Sheldon Hall
- Spotswood Hall
- Wayland Hall
- Wilson Hall

#### South High Street | Grace Street Area
- Grace Street House
- Memorial Hall
- Studio Center

#### North Campus Area
- Health and Behavioral Studies
- Madison Hall
- Student Success Center (SSC)

#### Central Campus Area
- D-Hub (Dining Hall)
- Godwin Hall
- Grafton-Stoval Theatre

#### Lakeside Area
- Plecker Center
- Showker Hall

#### Lower Skyline Area
- Engineering & Geoscience
- ISAT | Computer Science
- Physics | Chemistry
- University Recreation Center (UREC)

#### Upper Skyline Area
- Bioscience
- East Campus Dining Hall (E-Hall)
- Festival Conference and Student Center
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</table>

**IF THERE IS A CHECK MARK CONNECTING LOCATIONS, THEN YOU SHOULD BE ABLE TO WALK TO CLASS WITHIN THE 15 MINUTE PERIOD BETWEEN CLASS START TIMES.**